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1 Abstract

During the last three years of research under the ARO Grant # DAAH04-95-1-0254, we have contributed to the technology development for multilayer microwave/millimeter wave integrated circuits (multilayer MMICs) of the future. Such multilevel integration would allow implementation of smaller-sized, higher-density, and multi-functional microwave/millimeter wave circuits and systems, that are more reliable and cost-effective. Specifically, we have (1) investigated new transmission media that are better suited for multilayer integration, where conventional techniques may not work properly, (2) developed novel geometries for efficient signal transition between circuit layers in a multilayer environment, (3) developed new antenna and feeding structures that are specifically meant to work with multilayer integration, and (4) developed new theory and analytical/computational models for the design of transmission lines, layer-to-layer coupling structures, multilayer antenna feeds, which will greatly support the the future development of the multilayer MMIC technology. Our research shows, that there are several fundamental and technological issues that must be carefully considered to advance the multilayer microwave/millimeter wave integration concept. However, by using new techniques and devices, such as those developed by us, much more sophisticated and cost-effective circuits and systems can be built to meet the future demands in radar and wireless telecommunication.

2 Technical Body

2.1 The Scope of the Investigation

The general scope of the research completed under the ARO Grant # DAAH04-95-1-0254 include the fundamental, analytical, computational, as well as experimental investigations relating to multilayer microwave/millimeter wave integrated circuits. These multilayer circuits are to be implemented by stacking circuit layers on top of one another. The independent circuit layers need to be electrically isolated from each other by metal planes, while signal communication between the layers needs to be maintained at selected places. Compared to single-layered circuits that are common place today, such multilayer circuits will have different requirements and considerations. In this direction, the specific scope of the completed research covers the investigation of: (1) new transmission media, (2) mechanisms for efficient signal transitions between transmission lines, or between a transmission line and a microstrip antenna, placed in different layers, (3) new microstrip antenna design for advanced performance, that takes advantage of the multilayer technology, (4) fundamental new effects in multilayer environments, that might not normally occur in single-layer environments, and (5) analytical/computational models that are needed to design multilayer components. Our investigations contributed to develop some of the key building blocks in the above topics, as discussed in the following section.
2.2 Summary of Important Results

2.2.1 Transmission Media

As mentioned above, we investigated a number of fundamental and technical issues. We started by investigating new transmission media that would operate efficiently in the multilayer-circuit environment. The new transmission lines were studied with two basic issues in mind: (i) the transmission line should not "leak" power to the unwanted mode(s) of the parallel-plate structure, in which environment it has to function, and (ii) the transmission line should be fabricated in a convenient manner, and allow design of simple and efficient transitions between layers. These work are included in the listed publications [1,9,13,14]. The new transmission lines include (i) stripline, conductor-backed slot line, conductor-backed coplanar waveguide, with properly designed dielectric arrangements, (ii) "hybrid" transmission-line structures where a particular printed line in a parallel-plate arrangement is coupled with a surrounding dielectric guide, (iii) parallel-plate transmission lines with shorting posts in order to minimize any potential radiation loss - which may be seen as a local solution to any possible radiation leakage problems, and (iv) a dielectric guide embedded inside a parallel-plate structures, called a parallel-plate dielectric waveguide (PPDW for short).

2.2.2 Multilayer Transitions

We had a head start in this subject, with some earlier work done by our research group on the theory and modeling of multilayer transitions in Ref.[1, 2]. This background was useful as a theoretical tool for modeling and understanding of new transition geometries.

We considered specific new transition geometries, that address the critical problems in multilayer circuits discussed earlier. We considered the design of layer-to-layer transitions across metal planes, between two transmission lines, or between a transmission line and a microstrip antenna, employing probes or slots. The work on a microstrip-stripline-microstrip transition employing slot coupling, but with the help of a "dielectric plug" is reported in the publication list [15]. The work on a coaxial-to-PPDW transition is reported in the publication list [1,4,9]. Besides, key current results on the successful development of two other transitions (i) microstrip-PPDW-microstrip three-layer transition, and (ii) a microstrip-PPDW-microstrip antenna transition, are discussed in the following, that have not been published to date. A continuing doctoral thesis work is focused on the above transitions, the details of which will be included in the PhD Dissertation, and published in the open literature in due course.
(i) A Novel Microstrip-PPDW-microstrip Layer-to-Layer Transition for Multi-
layer Integrated Circuits:

We have successfully developed the theory and design for a new 3-level transition
device from a bottom microstrip layer to an intermediate parallel-plate dielectric waveguide
(PPDW) layer, and then to a top microstrip layer. This device (see Figs.1 and 2) does
not suffer from the problem of power loss to the parallel-plate modes. A total insertion
loss of about 1.7dB is achieved, which is equivalent to only 0.85dB of insertion loss per one
microstrip-PPDW transition. As verified, this amount is also partly due to reflection, not
radiation loss. The performance is already good, but can be further improved by design
optimization. In any event, the experiment demonstrates the feasibility of the proposed
concept.

A theoretical model for the geometry has been developed, the results of which favorably
compare with the experiment. The geometry basically consists of two microstrip-PPDW
transitions connected back-to-back. A microstrip line on the bottom layer is match-coupled
to a PPDW layer through an aperture on the common ground plane. The PPDW layer is
then match-coupled to the microstrip line on the top surface through another slot on the
top ground plane. Due to this arrangement, the slot does not radiate into the parallel-plane
structure. Radiation from the slot is totally reflected from the PPDW boundary, and then
is guided along the PPDW as useful power. If a stripline layer would be used in place of
the PPDW, both the slot and the stripline can excite unwanted parallel-plate radiation. If
a drill-through probe connection would be used between stripline layers, it will also suffer
from excessive radiation to the parallel-plane structure.

(ii) Microstrip Line-PPDW-Microstrip-Antenna Feeding:

We first worked on modeling a microstrip antenna coupled through a slot to a PPDW
running under it. This did not involve mechanism to excite the PPDW itself. We then used
the results from our other work [1,4] to excite the PPDW from a microstrip line by using
a probe transition. We then attempted to match the geometry by terminating one port of
the PPDW by a short-circuit stub, and adjusting the slot dimension so that the antenna
is impedance tuned. The geometry and experimental results for the matched microstrip-
antenna feeding is shown in Figs.3 and 4, with the theoretical model to compare. We are
successfully able to achieve perfect match from the experiment, which demonstrates the
feasibility of the general concept. The general trend, resonant frequency of operation match
with the theoretical model. The theory needs to be improved to provide better agreement
in resonant impedance.

2.2.3 Advanced Microstrip Antenna Integrated in Multiple Layers

To take full advantage of the multilayer technology, diverse functions need to be integrated
in multiple levels, in one place. It is natural to integrate microstrip antennas together
Figure 1. Physical geometry of aperture-coupled microstrip-PPDW-microstrip multilayer coupler.
Figure 2. Measurement and computed values of $S_{21}$ of an aperture-coupled Microstrip-PPDW-Microstrip interlayer coupler. Design dimensions are $l_1 = l_2 = 11$ mm, and $l_{m2} = l_{m4} = 11$ mm. Single-stub matching on top and bottom microstrip layers. PPDW: $\epsilon_r = 10.8$, $a = 14.4$ mm, $b = 1.27$ mm; Slot: $12\times1$ mm; Microstrip: $\epsilon_r = 2.33$, width $W = 1.52$ mm, characteristic impedance = 50$\Omega$. 

Figure 3. Device geometry of an aperture-coupled patch antenna fed by a Parallel-Plate Dielectric Waveguide (PPDW).
Figure 4. Measured and computed Smith-Chart plot of $S_{11}$ for an aperture-coupled patch antenna fed by a PPDW. PPDW: $\varepsilon_r = 10.8$, $a = 14.4\text{mm}$, $b = 5.08\text{mm}$; Slot: 12x1mm; Antenna substrate: $\varepsilon_r = 2.33$, 60mils thick; Microstrip antenna: 20x37.5mm; $L_1 = 13\text{mm}$, $L_2 = 26\text{mm}$, $L_d = 70\text{mm}$. 
with microwave circuits in multiple layers. Antennas with advanced characteristics can be designed making use of the flexibility provided by the multilayer technology. In this direction, we studied a novel multilayer microstrip antenna design, which is buried inside a multilayer arrangement, covered with a "metal grating layer". This arrangement provides low to ultra-low cross-polar radiation. The antenna may be coupled/excited by the microwave circuits using slot-coupling technique discussed earlier. The work is reported in the publications [6,7]. In addition, the work provided a analytical foundation to model arbitrary multilayer structures with arbitrary anisotropy.

2.2.4 Fundamental Effects in Multilayer Circuits

Power leakage to the parallel-plate modes is a critical consideration in multilayer circuits. Though the problems can be overcome by careful designs, the basic mechanism should first be understood. We conducted some of the basic studies, as reported in [13]. This paper studied mode conversion mechanism, the dynamics of excitation of the parallel-plate leakage, and characteristic impedance of a transmission line under such conditions. This followed some of our earlier work in Ref.[3].

Similar fundamental multilayer effects are also observed in other forms. Our work of [6,7] has contributed on this topic. The work of [6,7] shows, that radiating structures that are integrated with multilayer structures, that are in general non-uniform (axially) and anisotropic, can couple to complex modal structures. These complex modes would affect the performance of the antenna and/or any microwave circuits integrated on it.

2.2.5 Analytical/Computational Modeling

(i) A New Technique to Compute the Parameters of Complex Multilayer Transmission Lines: A multilayer integrated circuit will have to use new types of transmission line and waveguiding media. Due to the complexity of a multilayer configuration, it is essential to develop computational tools that can perform accurate and fast calculation of a general multilayer transmission line. Analytical expressions for the transmission line parameters would be impossible to achieve. Further, a computational method should be quite fast in order to perform not only analysis but also a number of design iterations. Existing methods for computing transmission line parameters, such as propagation constant, loss and characteristic impedance, can be computationally time consuming for general multilayer circuits, making them ineffective for design iterations.

We have recently completed the development of a new technique reported in [2], based on a fundamental transmission line theory and a method of moments procedure for determining the propagation constant, loss and characteristic impedance of any arbitrary multilayer line using a single computation. In addition, the method would also apply to transmission
lines with power loss to radiation or surface-guided modes, where the existing methods fail to work. The basic idea behind the new theory is that in the process of computation of the propagation constant of a multilayer line using a spectral-domain method of moment (commonly used for printed transmission lines,) there are additional information already available from which the loss and the characteristic impedance can be derived. Considering that the computation of characteristic impedance of a general multilayer can otherwise be formulationally and numerically quite involved, our new method should replace other approaches as a fast, powerful and accurate technique for circuit design purposes.

Modeling of the characteristic impedance of a transmission line, when the line experiences distributed radiation, was not understood in the past. This requires new treatment, and the conventional ways to define the characteristic impedance will not be useful. Our work reported in [10,12,13] have made some fundamental contribution in this subject. A proper definition of the characteristic impedance will be useful for circuit design purposes.

(ii) Computer Aided Analysis and Design Tools for Multilayer Circuits:

In order to support the technology development of multilayer MMICs, we are independently developing computer tools, specifically targeted for the analysis and design of multilayer transmission lines, transitions and antennas. This is done in collaboration with a small business, Microwave CAD Tools. These tools make use of several analysis techniques we have developed through the ongoing research in this area, and are intended to provide fast computation of various useful parameters that will allow complex design iterations.

2.2.6 Other Work of Interest

(i) We hosted an international conference on the Directions for the Next Generation of MMIC Devices and Systems at Polytechnic University during September 11-13, 1996. The conference was co-sponsored by Army Research Office, and the theme of the conference is directly related to the research grant covered by this report. The conference included non-parallel technical sessions and panel discussions. About 100 participants attended the conference from all over the world, including university, industry and government organizations.

The extended versions of selected papers were compiled and published last year by Plenum Press as a bound volume, entitled “Directions for the Next Generation of MMIC Devices and Systems,” edited by Nirod K. Das and Henry L. Bertoni. Publication list [8]

(ii) In order to promote understanding of the general subject of the microwave/millimeter wave integrated-circuit technology, at a basic level, we authored a review article for publication in the Wiley Encyclopedia of Electrical Engineering, to be published in 1999. Publication list [2].
2.2.7 Future Work

The current research has demonstrated the feasibility and potential gains of the multilayer integration technology, and established only its foundations and required building-block components. In order to take it further, and take the full advantage of the technology, development of new circuit configurations, such as couplers, power dividers, hybrids, as well as antennas, that make use of the new multilayer transmission media we have developed here, must be investigated. Particularly, circuits that otherwise could not be imagined in a single-layer form should be explored. Some such circuits include, for example, (i) a large number of true-time delay, switched-line sections for true-time delay antenna steering, (ii) filter synthesis using large sections of transmission lines in multiple layers, which were not possible in single-layer forms due to the immense size and space requirements. Further, fabrication technology for reliable and cost effective manufacture of multilayer circuits, either by automated machining process or by using microelectronic process, must be developed. In addition, there may be need for still better wave-guiding concept and related multilayer integration architecture for much higher frequencies. Some of these work are being planned, with some initial initiatives already under way. We urge ARO to consider future research support in this direction.

2.3 List of Publications under the ARO Sponsorship

(Copies of the manuscripts [1, 2, 3, 8], not sent to ARO before, are sent together with this report.)


2.4 Scientific Personnel Supported, and Degrees Awarded

[1.] Nirod K. Das, PI.
[2.] Donald M. Bolle, Co-PI.
[3.] Godfrey Kwan, PhD Candidate, to finish soon.

3 Report of Inventions (By Title Only)

[1.] New three-layer microstrip-PPDW-microstrip transition: analysis and design. This has the advantages of multilayer design, while eliminating the problem of power radiation to a parallel-plate layer.
[2.] Aperture feeding of a microstrip antenna from a PPDW.
[3.] An efficient coaxial-to-parallel plate dielectric waveguide (PPDW) transition.
[4.] A new theory of characteristic impedance of multilayer transmission lines, including material and radiation leakage.
[5.] New geometries (four classes) of printed, hybrid, and dielectric waveguide configurations with low leakage loss and/or low metal loss for multilayered MMICs.
[6.] A new multilayer coupling method from one layer to another layer using a dielectric plug configuration. Patent pending (with N. Herscovici.)
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